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Statement of Purpose

To take a pre-existing cart product provided by Hamilton Caster and retrofit it with as many off
the shelf parts as possible, in order to prototype an electric motor assisted cart.  This project
will serve as a functional prototype, while attempting to source parts for the eventual final
design.  Our group came to this project after Hamilton Caster was looking for volunteers to take
on this project.  Seeing the integration of mechanical and electrical functions and features, this
project seemed to fit our group in how we wanted to pursue our senior project.

Scope & Methodology

Scope

Hamilton Caster is pursuing a motorized cart for their product line. The primary goal is to be
able to take an existing cart, and provide a bolt-on solution that turns it into an electrically
driven cart.

Requirements
- Transport max load of 4000 lbs

- Transport at a maximum speed of 3 miles per hour

- Capable of climbing a 3 degree uphill slope

- Travel 10 miles between charges of batteries

- Retrofittable kit

- Using existing product offerings from Hamilton Caster

- Off the shelf parts - minimize custom fabrication

We were instructed to use components that are readily available from vendors so that unique
components would not be required to manufacture this cart.   This helps with keeping the cost
of the cart down as well as having components that are possibly off of the shelf or at least have
short lead times to acquire.  The bolt-on solution would allow Hamilton Caster customers to buy
a kit and install it onto their cart, allowing them to attain a powered cart at a much lower price.
This will enable Hamilton Caster to service a wider range of their customer base and possibly
gain new customers.

Methodology

Once we received our requirements from Hamilton Caster, we started developing a work

breakdown structure (WBS) to lay out what we would need to complete the project.  We used

this time creating the WBS to think through which systems would need to be designed and

selected before subsequent systems.  This allowed us to prioritize the most important parts of

the project first, such as the drive system including the motor and battery selection.
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Work Breakdown Structure (WBS)

1. Receive major components
a. Receive cart (supplied by Hamilton Caster)

i. Cart Body
ii. Swivel Casters

iii. Handle
b. Receive front rigid casters (supplied by Hamilton Caster)

2. Begin brainstorming
a. Consider design requirements
b. Drive system

i. Determine method of driving cart (single motor or dual motors)
c. Control system

i. Determine method of control for steering, forward and reverse
movement, and speed

d. Breaking system
i. Method of emergency break for securing carts

ii. Method of breaking to securely remain stationary

3. Design Phase
a. Do engineering calculations

i. Get desired torque, rpm, amp/hour rating
ii. Use given limits from Hamilton Caster

b. Using design calculations, begin part selection
i. Select Motor(s)

1. Select appropriate battery to support motor(s)
a. Determine drive method of casters from motor

i. Keyed shaft
ii. Keyless locking coupler

iii. Collared shaft bolted to wheel hub
b. Number of batteries
c. Select charger for battery

ii. Select Brakes
1. Brakes for slowing down/estop
2. Brakes for stationary load security

iii. Select PLC/Controller (Arduino) for control of cart.
iv. Determine layout for controls (estop, speed selector, power switch,

battery level indicator)

c. Design preferred mechanical pieces
i. Use Inventor software to model design and make necessary changes as

needed before having parts produced
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1. Components needing fabrication
2. Assemblies or sub-assemblies needing fit proven

4. Purchase/Receive
a. Gearmotors or motors and separate gearbox
b. Batteries
c. Charging System
d. Components for driven wheels

i. Bearings
ii. Shafts and keys

iii. Couplers
e. Control system components

i. PLC/ Controller (Arduino)
ii. Operator controls (Speed Selector, Estop, Start Switch)

iii. Battery life display
f. Fabricated components

5. Fabrication
a. Battery tray or battery housing
b. Driven caster brackets
c. Operator display housing
d. Any welding or fabrication that needs to be executed by the team

6. Assembly
a. Program Controller (PLC or Arduino)
b. Fasten driven caster assembly to cart
c. Place batteries in tray/housing
d. Wire all systems together on cart

7. Testing
a. Run powered cart and troubleshoot any problems/issues that are encountered

i. Correct any problems/issues
ii. Verify safety features are functional

iii. Verify design and implementation meet requirements.
iv. Redesign if major problems/shortcomings encountered.
v. Repeat testing as required.

b. Once the testing is completed we can then start working on retrofit kits for
Hamilton caster with the design we have completed and finished
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Figure1: Gantt chart Project Timeline

Cost Analysis

After discussing our timeline making the best estimations that we could while padding these
deadlines for unexpected delays, we put together a cost estimation. We used preliminary
findings from our brainstorming sessions to get the best idea of what each of our parts would
cost before we were able to specifically specify them.

1. Hamilton Caster Cart (Supplied by Hamilton Caster)
2. Electrical motors/ 90 degree gearbox (BA3624-XXXX-G24-R, BA3624-XXXX-G24-L, for

both wheels)........................$1000
3. Batteries for Cart (2 110 AH)............................................$550
4. Programmable logic controller and wiring……………....$300
5. Safety devices and sensors……………………………....$250
6. Steel for fabrication……………………………………...$200
7. Bearings and Miscellaneous Hardware………………….$200
8. Final Cost……………………………............................$2500

The following is our final project budget (Figure 2). We had overshot our original cost analysis by
$314.75 due to a number of miscellaneous supplies that we did not anticipate in our initial
planning. We felt that this budget oversight was well contained considering the nature of our
project being the first of its kind. In prototyping and R&D projects such as these it should be
expected that the original budget can be created before fully understanding the depth of the
project.
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Figure 2: Final Project Budget
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Expected Findings

Design Calculations

In order to extrapolate the requirements into specifications for part selection we needed to
perform several calculations (Reference Appendix G). Based on the requirements and our
assumptions we were able to determine the physical quantities that we could expect the cart to
be working with. We found that the torque for continuous motion was 274 lb-in and the peak
torque to move the cart from a standstill was 547 lb-in on a flat surface. The torque for
continuous motion was 1278 lb-in and the peak torque to move the cart from a standstill was
2557 lb-in on an inclined surface. We also determined the RPM of the motor to maintain 3 mph
was 126 rpm.

Drive Caster

We were able to design a portion of the drive caster knowing we would have to make small
modifications depending on the gear motor that would be chosen. The first designs were
sketches produced from brainstorming in order to get started. During this time, we had
conversations with Hamilton Caster and discovered that one design element that was required
was a drive caster that had shock absorbers. Hamilton Caster already offered a number of shock
absorbing casters and we selected their Workhorse shock absorbing caster. This specific caster
assembly had the mounting plate size, wheel size and load capacity we required. We requested
the S-SPWH-8TRB-2 shock absorbing swivel casters from Hamilton Caster and designed our
drive caster to match these casters characteristics.

Once we determined the gear motor we were going to use, we requested the appropriate drive
caster wheels from Hamilton Caster. We supplied them with the part number for the caster
wheel we were going to use (W-820-TRB-1/2 referenced from the -SPWH-8TRB-2 shock
absorbing swivel casters) and a drawing of the bore and key that we needed machined in the
caster wheel. We finalized the design of the drive caster and started to create detail drawings so
that the components could be manufactured (See Figure 3).

Figure 3: Final Drive Caster Design
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One design change that we had to resolve was moving the bearings from the wheel hub to a
stationary support somewhere on the frame of the drive caster. On a standard caster, the wheel
has bearings in the hub that ride on an axle that stays stationary. On our drive caster, the axle
would be the gear motor shaft that rotates. The wheel hub needed to be bored and keyed to
accept the gear motor shaft in order for the gear motor shaft to drive the caster wheel. We
decided to move the bearings to bearing blocks that could move vertically allowing us to keep
the shock absorbing portion of our design. With this, we needed a way to attach the bearing
blocks to the main frame while still allowing them to move vertically. We came up with a
bearing block nut that would thread into the bearing blocks allowing the gear motor shaft to
pass through uninhibited and allow 0.005” clearance for the nut to be tightened to the bearing
block while allowing the vertical movement we desired. The bearing block nut also has cutouts
on it for a spanner wrench that we designed, to tighten or loosen the nut while the drive caster
assembly is still assembled. We also did not want the entire surface of the bearing block riding
on the leg of the main frame. To avoid this, we had a large circle machined on the backside of
the bearing block in order to have less surface friction when the bearing blocks move vertically.

Figure 4: Bearing Block Nut Attachment

Figure 5: Motion Clearance Figure 6: Spanner Wrench
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The standard axles for the Workhorse casters we used were 1/2” diameter. The gear motor shaft
is 1” diameter so the bearings we needed (SKF RLS 8-2RS1) are oversized for this application
(Dynamic load 4,002 lb and a static load of 2,169 lb) but we had to size the bearing to fit the
gear motor shaft. The bearings were lightly press fit into the bearing blocks with a 0.001” in
interference fit. The bearing blocks were wider than the bearings themselves so we had a
slightly larger hole machined in the bearing block body (only a few thousandths to allow for
guidance) allowing us to only have to press fit the bearings into the bearing blocks the thickness
of the outer race of the bearing (See Figure 7).

Figure 7: Bearing Block and Bearing

The width of the bearing blocks was dictated by the spring preload system. We chose to mount
a 1/2-20 stud on each bearing block to allow nuts threaded on the stud to pre-load the springs
for operation. The springs have a 0.655” diameter center opening that could accept a 5/8” guide
pin. We chose to go with a 1/2” bolt to give a bit more room so the springs didn’t rub on the
threads causing possible issues in the future. We did not use standard 1/2-20 hex nuts as we
were afraid that they did not have enough surface area for the springs to seat properly and they
were much too thick for the vertical space we had to work with. We had nuts machined from
hex bar that had more surface area (1” across the flats as opposed to standard nuts with 3/4“
across the flats) and were thinner (5/16” thick as opposed to standard nuts 7/16” thick). In
order to be able to turn these nuts with a wrench, we had to make sure they were far enough
away from the leg of the main frame. This caused the stud to move out, causing the bearing
block to be thicker (See Figure 8).
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Figure 8: Bearing Block Stud and Hex Nuts

The spring preload system was designed so that the springs could be preloaded after the gear
motor was assembled onto the drive caster assembly. This allows the bearing blocks to be
adjusted as needed in order to fit the gear motor shaft through the bearings. The 1/2-20 nut
could be adjusted up to pre-load the springs (1 1/2” turns will pre-load the springs to
approximately 154 lbs) while the bottom nut is used to lock the top nut into place. The design of
the pre-load system allows the caster assembly to constantly be 10 3/16” tall as this system
displaces the bearing blocks down into their seated position in the slot of the legs (See Figure
9).

Figure 9: Bearing Block Preload System

Another aspect that dictated the bearing block thickness was the fact we designed the drive
side bearing block to be able to have the gear motor mount to it but also be able to remove the
gear motor from the bearing block without having to disassemble the entire drive caster
assembly. The gear motor is mounted to a 1/4” plate with four 1/4-20 flathead machine screws
and then the plate is mounted to the bearing block with three 1/4-20 hex head machine screws.
If there is an issue with the gear motor, the mounting plate can be removed from the bearing
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block to service the gear motor. As you can see from Figure 14  above, we got as close as we
could to the bearing with the steel plate leaving some room for the bearing to move freely. The
powered cart will still have to be lifted off of the ground (with a jack of some type) as the gear
motor shaft is the axle for the caster wheel. However, it is a more effective way to access the
gear motor as the majority of the drive caster unit can stay assembled (See Figure 10).

Figure 10: Bearing Block/Mounting Plate/Gearmotor Assembly

The design of the main frame of the drive caster was dictated by the bearing blocks and spring
positions. We used the top plate from Hamilton Caster’s standard rigid caster. The legs had to
accommodate the bearing blocks and their vertical motion. The top of the legs had to be the
same width as the standard rigid caster legs in order for the mounting bolts to work the way
they were originally intended. We kept the width of the leg for 7/8” before we made the legs
wider. The bearing blocks had to move vertically within a slot on both legs. The slot in the legs
had a 0.003” clearance to allow the bearing blocks to move but not too much clearance to allow
the bearing blocks to rotate within the slot causing excessive wear over the life of the
components. The slot also had to be tall enough to allow for the vertical movement of the
bearing blocks. We kept 15/16” of material on both sides of the slot in order to keep the
strength we needed for the legs. We had to form an offset into the legs in order to keep the top
of the legs in the proper position on the top plate but at the bottom. We needed room for the
bearing block nuts and thrust washers that we placed between the bearing block nut and the
caster wheel. The spring covers needed to go out far enough to capture the springs correctly
but vertically, we had some space to play with. The spring covers needed to be placed so the
springs could compress to the correct deflection under load but still not have the threaded stud
interfere with it. The vertical placement was a compromise between total deflection of the
spring, necessary stud length and where the offset form needed to be on the legs. The height of
the spring covers was set so that the 1/2-20 studs would always be inside of the spring covers
by about 3/8”, even when no load was on the cart (See Figure 11 & 12).
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Figure 11: Main Body Weldment

Figure 12: Front View of Drive Caster

Through the design phase, we tried to come up with a way to use as many parts from the
existing Hamilton Caster design as possible (top plate, wheel, springs). However, the only
component we were able to use without modification was the top plate. We sent a step file of
the drive caster assembly to Hamilton Caster so that they could see our design. The Hamilton
Caster engineers had a few concerns. One concern was that we had the springs being
compressed by nuts on a stud. The concern was that the threads would not be able to take the
force that the loaded cart would exert on them. We performed a bolted connection calculation
in Autodesk® Inventor® and found that the threads on the bolts we chose would sufficiently
carry the force that the loaded cart would exert on them (Figure 13).
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Figure 13 Results from Bolted Connection Calculation in Autodesk® Inventor®

We also ran an FEA simulation in Autodesk® Inventor® of the stud in the bearing block. We ran
the FEA simulation with 1500 lbs of force directed downward on the stud. Since there are two
bearing blocks, one on both sides of the drive caster, each with its own stud, this 1500lb would
actually be cut in half for each threaded stud. However, with the FEA simulation coming back
with an acceptable result with the 1500 lbs, this led us to believe that the design would be
successful (See Figure 14).

Figure 14: Results from FEA Simulation in Autodesk Inventor
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Another concern was that the original design was to TIG weld the stud into the bearing block.
The engineers at Hamilton Caster brought up a concern that welding the stud, especially if it
was grade five or higher, would result in the stud becoming brittle around the weld. These bolt
grades are heat treated so when they are welded, they can become brittle due to the high heat
they are exposed to.  We decided to keep the design but instead of welding the stud to the
bearing block, we used LOCTITE® 271 thread locker to secure the stud to the bearing block.
Solvents do not weaken the adhesive bond of this thread locker and it also requires the
application of heat and hand tools to break the bond. With only a vertical load being applied to
the stud, we felt like the overall design would be sufficient to allow the stud to work properly.
The only thing we were not able to check was fatigue over time, for this as well as the threads.
We determined that this would be a measurement that could be obtained through future
testing of the prototype.

There were also some manufacturing concerns with the design. The first was the depth of the
tapped hole for the stud on the bearing blocks. The tapped hole was too shallow to get enough
threads to adequately hold the stud in place. We increased the depth of the hole as well as
increasing the height of the bearing block in order to accommodate this change. Another
concern was the top spring mounts that we designed. The top spring mounts would need to be
machined compared to the top spring mounts on the Hamilton Caster unit that was constructed
of cut metal bars and tubing. This machining was a cost concern as it would be more expensive
to machine than to cut parts from standard metal stock. However, our design wasn’t exactly like
the Hamilton Caster unit and the machined components would allow us easier welding to the
legs with no fixturing or shimming. With this realization, we proceeded with our design. Overall
cost differences between the two types of manufacturing would need to be tested through a
complete cost analysis from machining to cutting, to the different types of welding fixtures
needed and the time differences between the two different processes. Also, the manufacturing
capabilities of companies will be a large factor in such an analysis. This project did not allow for
such a cost analysis. However, the design of the top spring mounts may be changed to
accommodate manufacturing preferences.

Gearmotors

We talked with many motor vendors to try to find a gear motor with the requirements that we
needed. The more we talked with the vendors, the more questions they had for us and the
more questions we had for them. We learned a few valuable lessons in being clear and concise
when discussing product requirements in a technical context. Throughout this process we
discovered that requirements other than speed and torque were necessary to get the gear
motor that would work the best for our project (voltage, amperage draw, etc.). After much
discussion, we requested quotes from three gear motor vendors, Dumore Motors, Electro Craft
and Kollmorgen. We chose Dumore Motors as they were able to meet our required gear motor
specifications at an acceptable cost of $315.00 per gear motor. Kollmorgen was cost prohibitive
by a large margin ($3303.00 per gear motor and $4678.50 for engineering drawings, tooling and
other one time charges). They did not produce a drawing for this specific ½ horsepower gear
motor leading us to have concerns on the under-cart clearance. Electro Craft would have had to
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make changes to castings on the gear motor that would not have been able to have their gear
motors completed in the timeframe of our project. We also had concerns about the duty cycle
the Electro Craft gear motor was rated for. The peak amperage to be applied for five seconds or
no more than twice without ten minutes between cycles which would not be sufficient for our
purposes.

We placed the order for the Dumore gear motor. We provided Dumore a drawing that showed
the length of the shaft we needed along with other information (key size, tapped hole on the
end of the shaft). We requested step files of the gear motors for our powered cart model to
verify the fitment. The day before the gear motors were due to ship we received these files and
noticed that the shafts on the gear motors were too short. After a conference call with Dumore,
we decided to make a spacer that we could bolt to the end of the shaft to make up for the
difference in the length of the shorter shaft. Even with the shorter length, the shaft fit through
the bearing more than half way giving us confidence that the spacer addition would be an
acceptable alternative to remaking the gear motor shafts and delaying shipment for at least
another week. Dumore machined these spacers for us without additional cost because they
missed the information that we provided them (Figure 15). The gear motors were scheduled to
arrive in the first week of January but did not receive the gear motors until February 4th,
significantly delaying the project timeline.

Figure 15: Shaft Spacer Alternative

We initially requested a performance curve of the gear motor that showed torque, amperage
and rpm so we could order electrical components that would adequately handle our system.
Dumore gave us some information about the gear motors characteristics through conversation
but was not able to supply us with a performance curve until they tested the gear motors
before shipment. During our conversations about performance of the gear motors, we were told
that the motors would draw an amperage of somewhere around 35 amps peak. We purchased
some components such as our motor controller based on this information. When we received
the detailed performance curve (Figure 16 & 17) we noticed the peak amperage was
significantly higher than 35 amps. We were not anticipating two curves, one for each direction
of the motors’ rotation.
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Figure 16: Clockwise Graph Figure 17: Counterclockwise Graph

We informed Dumore that the mounted orientation of the gear motors needed right-hand and
left-hand gearboxes when we initially contacted them. They could not provide right-hand and
left-hand gearbox housings in the timeframe we required. In order to continue using these gear
motors we had to use the same gearbox for both motors. This causes one gear motor to rotate
in a clockwise position while the other gear motor would rotate in a counterclockwise position.
This was before we discovered the separate direction dependent curves for these motors.
Already being behind schedule by a month, we moved forward compensating for the
differences in RPM with the Arduino motor controller code.

Due to using the same gearbox for both motors, one gear motor would mount with the housing
closer to the bottom of the cart while the other gear motor would have to rotate 180° along the
armature axis in order to be mounted. This caused the ground clearance to decrease beyond
our initial layout. We were able to verify the new ground clearance by mocking up the mounting
in Autodesk® AutoCAD® (Figure 18) and determined that while less than ideal, this would have
to be sufficient for our prototype given the scheduling constraints. We were also concerned that
the wire leads of the lower motor could get caught on something and get torn off. We were able
to disassemble the electromagnetic brake and body of the gear motor in order to rotate the
armature of the motor 180°. This positioned the leads of the gear motor facing up into the
bottom of the cart, avoiding any hazards.

Figure 18: Mounted Gearmotor Orientation
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One unexpected issue that we ran into was our original calculated torque requirement for each
gear motor was insufficient. When verifying our math with Hamilton Caster we found that one
of the equations used to get a torque value on the three degree incline was incorrect. After
correcting ourselves we found that the torque required to overcome a full stop on the incline
and to continue driving was significantly higher than we had initially determined. Referring to
our performance curves we found that the new torque requirement was achievable but not
without drawing significantly higher amperage. This posed a problem for our motor controller
as it was only capable of continuously supplying 60 amps per motor channel to each of our gear
motors. Our new calculations found that at full load, a continuous current of 120 amps ( a 2x
safety factor) would be drawn to continuously drive the cart up a three degree incline.  Even
without such a high safety factor, the current drawn when starting from a stop on the incline
would exceed the 100 amps for less than one second limitation of the motor controller. With
few options short of a full redesign which was not feasible considering our project timeline, we
decided to verify the carts final capabilities through testing in order to  determine our
performance limitations.

Programming Controls

We had initially wanted to tackle the cart controls with a PLC from either Siemens or Allen
Bradley since this was what our team was most familiar with. However after some consideration
we realized that this would be completely unnecessary as these PLCs would not be the
appropriate form factor and would not be able to easily interface with the motor controllers we
required. The nature of the “industrial” applications these PLCs are typically applied to, also
made the cost prohibitive for our project. In order to achieve customizable control with a small
form factor that was within our budget, we opted to use the Arduino® UNO R3. From previous
ENT courses we had a basic familiarity with the platform as well as a backup supply of several
units should that need arise. We determined that this Arduino had the ideal number of I/O
ports  and could be attached to a terminal shield for easier wiring installation. For the Cytron
SmartDrive DC motor controller we selected, we had to convert the analog to digital signal from
the joystick read into a usable number. One of the features that caused us to select this specific
controller was its out of the box Arduino support that allowed it to control the motor speed
based on a -255 to 255 value sent from the Arduino over PWM input. We were able to
normalize the 0 - 1024 reading from our  8 bit analog to digital input reading to 0 - 255 using the
equation below. Because a negative value would actually drive the motors in a reverse direction,
we had to implement some conditions to ensure this would only happen when the cart was in
reverse mode. For example, if the normalized value was below zero, then we would change the
value sent to the motor controller to be zero. If the normalized value was above the maximum
value (in some cases less than 255), we would then set the value that was sent to the controller
to that predetermined max value. We decided to only allow the cart to reverse when in a
reverse drive mode because we were concerned that reversing the motors while they were
already driving in the forward direction would cause a spike in current and greatly increase the
temperatures of the motors.
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Figure 19: Normalization Equation

Once we had the normalization implemented we were able to test a single joystick as the
throttle control for both motors.  While we did not realize this at the time, this test turned out
to show us that the motors were in fact not turning at the same speeds when given the same
throttle value. To compensate for this deviation we were able to continuously scale back the
maximum value for the motor that was spinning too quickly for the other to keep up. We had
initially tried to use a tachometer and take measurements throughout the full range of speed
for each motor in order to construct a motor specific scale for each of our motors. We found
that this was a more complex task and ultimately were able to minimize the drift of the cart
with simple trial and error. In order to effectively turn the cart while it was loaded we
determined that we still require two analog to digital values from two joysticks, one for each
motor. At this time we realized that we would need to use the normalization equation for  each
input and each joystick would have its own range somewhere between the 0-1024 range we
were reading initially with just the one joystick. To minimize the written code and improve
runtime, we undertook our first full rewrite. The new iteration independently normalized both
joystick reading values and also features a press and hold button in order to toggle the solenoid
motor breaks. This press and hold feature prevents the relays that are used to switch the 24 volt
brake solenoids, from short cycling as well as from being activated by mistake should the
operator accidentally press the button.

The next main issue we encountered when programming the speed control was the jerky
behavior of the cart as it decreased speed. We were concerned that rapidly slowing down the
cart from 100% throttle to 0% throttle too quickly would dump the load off the bed. This was
due to the immense back emf from the motors which worked quickly to bring the cart to a stop
as soon as the throttle was released. To overcome this issue we decided to ramp down the
throttle over a set period of time in order to reduce the jerk produced by the deceleration of
the cart. This portion was a significant amount of the code as it had to be performed for each
motor in forward and reverse modes. Those ramp down code had to work alongside the other
portions of the code and would not be allowed to delay the execution of each loop of the
Arduino’s runtime (See Appendix F for full code). With the ramp down implemented we began
to finely tune several parameters of the cart including ramp down duration, maximum speed
while turning, and button press duration. For a breakdown of the operating procedure, please
refer to Appendix H.
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Control Housing

We discussed different types of controllers to drive the powered cart. We thought joysticks
would give us the most precise control of the gear motors. There are many types and sizes of
joysticks that we thought we could just build a housing around so we could focus on
programming the system. First, we bought gaming joysticks but they did not have enough throw,
or physical resolution, to give us the desired control we were looking for. The joysticks made
operation very jerky and allowed only for stop, medium speed and high speed. While we were
experimenting with the joysticks, we were also designing a housing that would accommodate
the joysticks and other components we were going to need; voltage display, control buttons and
an emergency stop button. We started with a sketch for an idea for a control housing by
designing the housing to limit the movement of the joysticks to only vertical movement as the
joysticks can move in a 360° fashion. The housing was designed to be in two pieces so that the
front housing and the rear housing could be fastened around the cart handle giving it stability.
This design was continuously adjusted in order for the assembly to be quickly and efficiently 3D
printed. We planned to run the wires from the joysticks, and other wires from the rear housing,
through the cart handle by drilling holes in the handle and running the wires down to the
Arduino® controller (See Figure 20 & 21).

Figure20: Original Control Housing Concept Figure 21: First Iteration of Control Housing

With the gaming joysticks not giving us the smooth operation we required, we bought a joystick
for a RC hobby aircraft controller. With this change, we had to redesign the controller housing
but we waited to do any revisions until we proved the new joystick would function to our needs.
The new joystick was much larger with a larger throw than the gaming joysticks but still did not
have enough resolution to give us the desired control we were searching for. This new joystick
would not home to a zero reading meaning that we would have to further reduce our input
range in order to prevent reading a negative value in the Ardunio’s normalization equation. At
this time we determined that neither joysticks would work for our application. After
brainstorming what we would like to have, we came up with a mechanically controlled
potentiometer assembly as seen in Figure 22 & 23.
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Figure 22: Thumb Paddle Drive Figure 23: Driven Potentiometer

This would function as the thumb paddles would be moved up and down to rotate a set of gears
and ultimately adjust the potentiometer. The front housing’s main purposes would be for the
stable connection of the entire unit to the cart handle and for the thumb paddles to be housed
with restricted movement of 85° of rotation. The rear section of the housing would carry the
rear section of the thumb paddles with gearing, the pinion gears, the potentiometers, the
return springs, the e-stop button, the voltage display and the other buttons and lights for safe
operation. The thumb paddle wheels were 3D printed in two sections so that we could
assemble and/or disassemble them around the cart handle easily. Each front section of the
thumb paddle wheels had a lever protruding from the wheel so that the operator could
manipulate the wheel in a vertical fashion. Each rear section of the thumb paddle wheels has a
spring that is attached to it and to the rear housing. This is to make sure the thumb paddles
always return to zero even when the powered cart is not in operation. The rear section also had
enough gear teeth on it to rotate the pinion gear (which was attached to the potentiometer) for
operation. The gears were set up to be a 2:1 ratio so that when the thumb paddle moves 85°,
the potentiometer would move 170°. With the larger angular displacement we would be able to
access more of the potentiometer’s resolution. All of the components would be 3D printed
giving us the flexibility to rapidly adjust the prototype as required. This would also give us the
ability to place a voltage display, e-stop button and other buttons within the main housing as
needed for safe operation of the powered cart. Although our first prototype had some issues of
fitment, we were able to prove that the potentiometers would give us the control we desired
for smooth operation. We would go through 4 or 5 iterations to get the tolerances correct for
smooth movement, optimum 3D printing (time, minimal thermal warping, smallest parts and
minimum components) and placement of necessary components for safe operation (See Figure
24).
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Figure 24: Final Control Housing Design

While in development of the control housing, we noticed that our original idea of running the
control wires through the cart handle was not the optimal design. It would be much easier and
more convenient to run the wires out from the rear of the control housing and into the battery
cabinet on the rear of the cart. This would allow access to the wires if any service was required
and it allowed us to more easily connect the wires to the Arduino® controller which was housed
inside of the battery cabinet (See Figure 25).

Figure 25: Control Housing Wire Path
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Conclusions & Recommendations

Once the cart was fully assembled and programmed we were able to validate its operating
capacity at 4000 lbs on a smooth and flat concrete surface (See Appendix J). Due to the
limitations of our motor controller’s maximum current for each motor channel, we were not
able to drive the cart up an incline of 3 degrees. Based on our calculations we would be
exceeding the maximum 100 A draw for less than one second per channel, by nearly 30% and
would be required to do this continuously. We tested the cart on a 5 degree incline with 3100
lbs and quickly tripped the 100 ampere resettable fuse before traveling a significant distance.
Our peak ammeter reading during this test was 228.7 amps (see Figure 26) We were not able to
verify the max run distance of the cart due to restrictions on the availability of weight and the
time required to fully run down the batteries.

Figure 26: Max Current Reading on 5° Incline Test

There are several areas for improvement that we would recommend for a second iteration of
this cart. We would like to increase the capabilities of the motor in order to access higher
amounts of torque at a safety factor of at least 2 while operating a continuous duty cycle. This
would likely result in a higher current draw from our batteries which would then have two more
outcomes. First, the motor controller would need to be sized appropriately to a higher
amperage rating. We would recommend the 160 amp single channel motor driver from Cytron
technologies as the Arduino® code would seamlessly integrate with this controller. However,
this would implicate a second Arduino®, one for each of the motor controllers and would
complicate the synchronous control of reverse mode and the brakes. Alternatively another
motor controller could be sourced so long as it would be capable of receiving a value from an
Arduino®, which then the values would need to be adjusted in the code accordingly.  Secondly
we would recommend investing in another form of batteries as the ones we have selected
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would likely not support the required range if higher amperage drawer motors were selected.
We would hope to see Lithium polymer batteries that could produce the voltage and amp-hours
required while in a smaller and lighter form factor.

We would also recommend using a large diameter caster in order to lift the cart off the ground
and improve the clearance issues that we experienced. This would likely improve the variety of
compatible gearboxes and motor combinations. Alternatively, we would recommend adding
shims between mounting plate and cart body mounting brackets so that the cart would sit
higher from the ground if other caster diameters are not available. Increasing the caster
diameter is preferable as it would not only reduce the torque required from the motors to move
the same load, it would also improve the manual operation of the cart by reducing the force
required by the operator.

The manual operation of the cart while powered off with the brakes mechanically disengaged is
still difficult with any sufficient load on the cart. While this is useful in some cases, we would like
to see a motor that had a true neutral mode so that the wheels could spin freely on the motor
stator. In sourcing a motor that could be capable of this it is also worth noting that we would
prefer to have had right hand and left hand specific gearboxes for our motors. This would have
allowed us to have greater ground clearance as well as nearly identical performance curves as
each of our motors would be turning the same clockwise direction when driven forwards or
reverse.

Lastly, we would recommend adding in some form of active current monitoring. This would
allow the cart to dynamically allocate power as the load increases and decreases. Through our
testing we found that in certain situations (such as turning) full throttle would be dangerous to
the operator. In attempts to improve the safety of the cart we limited the turning throttle to
40% to prevent the end of the cart from kicking the operator into a pinch scenario. As we began
testing the cart with significant loads over 2000 lbs, we noticed that the 40% max throttle was
limiting the carts capability as the mass had enough interia that the operator could use the cart
safely. Through load sensors or a hall effect sensor, max throttle could be determined on an as
needed basis allowing the cart to be operated safely throughout the range of its design
capability. Note that adding more inputs or outputs to the Arduino® would require a model such
as an Arduino® MEGA.
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D-Individual Reflective Essays

Reflective Essay - Greg Drew

The Senior Design capstone class is designed to challenge students in a way that brings

together all that we have learned during our tenure at Miami University and all that we know

from our work and life experiences. In order to succeed, the students must use the math,

science and engineering learned, along with the liberal education aspects like critical thinking,

understanding context and engaging with people. Although all of these elements are needed to

be successful as a student throughout one’s academic career, they are not always needed at one

time nor are the normal academic classes set up to evaluate how we connect all of these

elements into a cohesive, productive system. The Senior Design capstone class gives students a

chance to experience real life situations but also gives students a chance to see how much they

have grown over their academic career.

Even though our Senior Design project was continuous over two semesters, each

semester had its own purpose. The first semester was evaluating what was needed, talking with

vendors, ordering long lead time components and the beginning of the design portion of the

project. The second semester was finishing the design, receiving and evaluating long lead time

components, manufacturing components and building the product for testing. Although the

same elements are used to accomplish tasks in both semesters, they have different nuances to

them that are noticeable. For example, engaging with vendors about a product takes a different

set of communication skills than engaging with team members about an issue that arises during

the building process. Another example would be, understanding the calculations that you have

done for your portion of the project and trying to understand the calculations that a team

member has done, that you are unfamiliar with, in order to try to help solve an issue. Both are

communication and math but the student must know what the situation is and how to navigate

it in order to be successful. These are nuances that this class brings together that may otherwise

not be encountered until the student has entered the workforce.

While in other classes throughout our academic career we would be put in groups to do

projects, these projects usually were very short in time. We might have a group project due at

the end of semester for a class or group labs for some classes. However, these group activities

only lasted for a few weeks at most. In our Senior Design project, this group activity lasted two

complete semesters so a student’s interactions with team members becomes much more

important. One doesn’t want to come into a group being too pushy as if their ideas are the only

ideas or taking over conversations as if their way is the only way. If this happens, the Senior

Design project could become a long, frustrating year. There has to be a balance of each team

member presenting ideas, recognizing when there is an idea presented that is more practical
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than their own or allowing different ideas to meld into one best idea. Talking and listening are

equally important when working in a group setting. This is true in the design phase and

especially in the build phase when all of the team members are working together on the same

task. No one team member is more important than the project.

There are so many important aspects of the Senior Design project that it’s hard to pick

one thing that is the most important. However, having team members who are each

knowledgeable, proficient and considerate, has to be three of the most important aspects of

this course. If any one team member is given a task and is unable to perform that task, it can

put the entire project in jeopardy. If any one team member is given a task and completes the

task when they feel like it or doesn’t complete the task at all, the project can be put in jeopardy.

Consideration for the project and the other team member’s time and effort is invaluable. No

one team member is more important than the team.

During this capstone class, not only have we learned how to handle stress, deadlines,

complications and people but we should have learned a little about ourselves. When a project is

finished, one of the most important things to reflect on is, “What was learned?”. Not only about

our field of study but what was learned about ourselves. This will help us to continue to get

better with each endeavor as long as we are open to the concept that we are not done learning

or growing. Each project should make us aware that we have learned new things about our field

of study as well as ourselves. If we are only working to get finished then we have neither

learned nor grown in any capacity.

I feel like the group that I worked with for the Senior Design project was the best group I

could have been a part of. We worked well together, listened to each team member, had

knowledgeable, proficient and considerate team members, and worked to create the best

product that we were capable of building. It was a team in every sense of the word. In my first

reflective essay I asked, “Did we grow as a team? Did we overcome adversity?  Does the team

still work well together?”. I believe the answer to all of my questions were answered with a

confident, “Yes.”. As much as I feel that completing this class with a working prototype was a

success, I also feel that the fact that I can answer yes to my questions from the first semester is

a success to be recognized as well. The Senior Design Capstone class brought together

everything it thought we needed to be successful in our future careers. With what we have

accomplished here at Miami University, I feel that we have proven we have learned and grown,

starting us on a successful path.
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Reflective Essay - James O’Brien

The start of senior design in ENT 497 was 4 guys getting placed together that had never

worked together on any group projects ever. Kendall, Tyler, Grew and myself (James). When we

started our group and planning our attack on this project Hamilton Caster had presented, I was

very adamant that we started trying to find a motor to accomplish what we needed for

Hamilton Caster. The specifications for this motorized cart were being able to pull a 3-degree

incline with 4000 pounds of weight, go 10 miles between charges, and have safety devices in

place to stop a rolling 4000-pound weight. My thought process behind figuring out the motor

specification was that we would build a control system around a selected motor. If we would

have done it the opposite way, we could have had to start back over with the control system if

the currents were incorrect or the voltages were off.

With the motor being our main focus, we started ENT 497 looking for the perfect motor

to fit the footprint of the front spring casters. We talked with many vendors and motor

manufacturers to only find out that to find exact what we wanted; we did not have enough

room under the cart. Also, these motors would have been 5hp motors, costing around 1500

dollars apiece. Then Dumore Motors came up with a preexisting design set up that would

accommodate almost all requirements other than the 3 degree from a start with 4000 pounds.

This motor however fit the footprint provided, was less than a 2hp motor and ran off of a 24

volt system. Once we found out the system requirements on voltage and current draw from our

motors, I started looking for sealed batteries to put under our cart. The batteries ranged in all

shape and size and cost. I found a set of seal batteries from APEX. They were not my first choice

but with them being on sale and able to be placed in the bin under the cart and on the back of

the cart, if it became obvious that these would work. With 1300 dollars for 4 of the 12v

200-amp hour batteries purchased we could then move onto the control system. We had to

select 4 batteries due to the fact we needed 24 volts (which requires two batteries in series).

Then we need capacity which requires 2 batteries in parallel for added capacity.

Two things I learned by the middle of ENT 498; it takes some time to completely scope

out only two components. We need to get moving to finish out the project. By this time Greg
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had already designed and manufactured our motor to caster drive system in how we mount the

motors to the casters. We still thank him to this day for his mechanical engineering experience

to design and manufacture these components. Having the motors scoped and prints available

now has allowed us to get a jump and mounting hardware, battery sizes and amounts, and now

bins to place these batteries. Kendall’s brother is an engineer for Matco tools. His brother took

our design of the size and weight the bin needed to be under the cart and created the size and

weight requirements we needed. This bin took awhile to get built which kind of created some

schedule issues with the final product being finished. While we were waiting for our bins to get

delivered to place the components in, we kept testing the cart with temporary power from two

batteries to the motor controller and the Arduino. We went at least 4 to 6 weeks of continuing

testing on Tyler’s program to get the speed correct, the turning correct, whether we should use

one joystick or two joysticks, how to do the turning speed, and how to integrate the safeties

into the program. Kendall and Tyler really worked hard on all the programming specifications

and features on the cart. Tyler bought some small motors to test his program at his house to try

and eliminate the amount of time we all were at school. In the beginning we tried to minimize

the amount of time at the school due to covid but once we had all the parts and components at

hand, we spent at least 120 hours at the school putting together the final product for Hamilton

Caster.

We all work full time, some of us travel full time for our jobs, and I have kids to keep up

with. Even with these bumps in the road we all still worked great together. Never once did I ever

feel like I did everything, or did I feel like I could not work or voice my opinion or concerns. This

group had heart and desire to produce something great for Hamilton Caster. They provided us a

goal and we accomplished it. It was close on time but what project is not pushing the timeline.

Anything we needed from Miami and Gray always was provided. This was a great experience to

improve my project management experience and engineering experience with a great group of

engineers. We also received a letter from Hamilton Caster, stating that out of all the groups they

tasked with this challenge, we were the only group to have a fully functional prototype!
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Reflective Essay - Kendall Purdy

Many things have grown over the past two semesters. The Senior Design class and

engineering program prepared us for designing things in the real world. The classes, instructors,

homework, projects, tests, and papers have given us the tools to go out and succeed. This

duration in our college timeline is to show how we have grown through this training. The goal is

to use every skill learned along the way to design, search, build, test, and deliver the best

product possible. The only thing left to do was to apply it.

One thing that ended growing more than anything was our comradery. Our team was

tasked with a problem that needed a solution. It was not an easy solution by any means. Four

classmates grew exponentially over the two semesters. We became a team that would not take

no for an answer and that would always try to optimize the productivity of the task at hand.

Each member of the team had a vital role in the design, assembly, and testing of our Electric

motor cart project. When you think about many work environments you tend to think about

different departments all working in conjunction toward a common goal of delivering the

customer the best product possible. Our group did the exact same thing for Hamilton Caster Co.

Greg became the main design lead on the mechanical system of the drive casters. James

became our industry expert and power system head. Tyler became our programming division

over controls and motor drive systems. I also became part of the programming division and

logistics when it can be installed. The collection of all the strengths from each member put us

ahead and gave us an opportunity to learn from one another. From the first day of this second

semester, we knew our roles. This allowed us to all work simultaneously on the project without

getting in each other’s way. We did everything we could to maximize productivity during our

time in the lab.

This semester set itself apart from the previous by allowing us to receive our designed

pieces and start the process of mocking up the prototype. This part of the project allowed us to

put our hands on something that was thought of through 3-D renderings. We added a whole

new aspect to the process by being able to see the real-world constraints and possibilities to the

project. For example, when we received the motors, caster brackets, and bearing blocks they
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were assembled and installed. That point is where you find the difference between theoretical

and experimental. These cases allow for adaption or re-designs which only make the product

better. Once you meet the design requirements you enter the testing phase. This part of the

project finds more experimental challenges, but most impasses are making sure that our cart

does what it's supposed to while keeping the operator safe. Testing helps find the strengths and

weaknesses of the design. We then can sit down to find a fix to our problem that improves

usability. After debugging  the system we can then calibrate the product to set standards. The

standards, in our case payload, give validation to the product's design features. After all the

steps through this semester’s process we can look back to see what worked, what we could

have done differently, and how our idea came to fruition.

Senior Design taught us many valuable lessons over the past year. We learned how to

manage a project to industry standards. We learned how to seek companies and find the best

parts for each aspect of our project. We came together to use each of our abilities to make

something that we can stand behind. I am very proud of my teammates and know that we gave

everything we had to this project. We delivered a working prototype during the hardest point of

most lives. We overcame the environment around us and other teams. I believe wholeheartedly

that this experience will transfer to my career post-graduation.
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Reflective Essay – Tyler Sargent

As the project is coming to a close, I am relieved that this whole year-long journey is

finally coming to an end. I am tremendously proud of our team’s dedication and willingness to

put in the amount of effort and time that it has taken to see this project through to the end. I

think that this coming Thursday is the first in nearly nine months that will not be spent working

on one aspect or another of this project. Thinking about that is a little sad as now this cart is in

someone else’s hands, maybe another team for next year or maybe Hamilton Caster will make

their own changes. Either way, I feel that our team has made a lasting mark on this project as it

hopefully moves from prototype to live product someday in the future.

We have learned many things on this project, and I do not believe that we would have

been able to learn them in a typical classroom or lab setting. Working with others from other

academic backgrounds and professional backgrounds has opened my mind to what is possible

with an engineering team. What this project has taught me is that the teamwork of several

minds can accomplish what seems impossible to any one on their own. The number of times

that we have collaborated and “wow’d” each other is enumerable. While some were able to be

very comfortable and competent with the mechanical aspects of the project, I was more so with

the electrical and control portions. Together, with each side of experience complementing the

other we were able to produce something that was impressive to all of us.

One of the challenges that I faced this past year was managing my time between work

and school and this project. I make a distinction between all three because I feel that they were

three separate parts of what I consider to be my professional career building experience. There

were times where I would work a normal eight-hour workday and they get to the lab to put in

another 5 hours on our project. There were also some days where I would spend my lunch hour

at work coding a last-minute idea I had for the cart, excited to plug it all in and see it come to

life. While there were definitely ups and downs to this, the lesson that I can pull from all of this

is that sacrifice, and hard work will always pay off. Pushing through till the end even when I

realized we were all home free in terms of getting the grade has given me a great sense of pride

in our willingness to exceed even our own expectations.
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To top it all off we ended up winning the competition as the other schools that were involved

were unable to produce a functional prototype. This to me reiterates and confirms our ability to

think creatively and execute on a plan in order to produce results. There is no better feeling

than receiving the congratulations and recognition that this team has earned with all our hard

work over the past year. I am looking forward to carrying this momentum into the start of the

next stage in my professional career and I am excited about what the future holds.
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E-Drawings/Spec Sheets

Drive Caster Drawings
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Control Housing Drawings and Electrical Diagrams
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Weld Fixture Drawings
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Hamilton Caster Drive Wheel Specs

Rear Swivel Wheel Specs
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Dumore Motor Drawing/Spec Sheet
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ElectroCraft Motor Drawing/Spec Sheet

Kollmorgen Motor Drawing/Spec Sheet
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F-Arduino Code

/*****************************************************
* Code for Hamilton Caster Senior Design Project
*
* DateCreated: April 7th 2021
*
*
* PURPOSE:
* This code performs the necessary safety checks and
* operations for the caster cart to function
*
*REVISION NOTES:
*Revision three introduces dual joystick control as well as general housekeeping
*in order for the code to be more easily understandable.
*
*Added Turn power limiting to 25% throttle when one joystick is at 0 and the other is at some

value greater than 25%
*
*Added the option to toggle left stick input only
*
*GUIDE TO BASIC OPERATION:
*1. Disengage the ESTOP. This will power on the motor control unit and the arduino circuit
*2. To move forward, press and hold the brake button until light turns off then use thumbstick

throttles.
*3. To move in reverse, the brake must be on. press and hold the brake button until the light

turns on.

*/

//*************Required Libraries*************
#include "CytronMotorDriver.h"

//*************Define I/O*************
//Digital I/O
const int spare0 = 0;        //RESERVED serial comms
const int spare1 = 1;        //RESERVED serial comms
const int spare2 = 2;
const int PWM1 = 3;         //Motor Driver PWM 1 Input
const int DIR1 = 4;         //Motor Driver DIR 1 Input
const int revReqPin = 5;          //Input pin that reads if the reverse button is pressed.
const int brakeRelayPin = 6;      //Output pin for signal to coil on brake relay.
const int brakeReqPin = 7;        //Input pin that reads if the brake button is pressed.
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const int spare8 = 8;
const int  PWM2 = 9;              //Motor Driver PWM 2 Input
const int  DIR2 = 10;             //Motor Driver DIR 2 Input
const int brakeLightPin = 11;     //Output pin for light when brake is engaged
const int reverseLightPin = 12;   //Output pin for light when reverse mode is active
const int spare13 = 13;

//Analog I/O
const int joystick0Pin = A0;        //Joystick for left Motor as viewed from the pushing position
const int joystick1Pin = A1;        //Joystick for right motor as viewed from the pushing position
const int spareA2 = 2;
const int spareA3 = 3;
const int spareA4 = 4;
const int spareA5 = 5;

/*************Functional Parameter Variables********
* These are variables that can be configured by the user
*/
const bool debugMode = false;          //Boolean that enables various values to print when

connected to serial monitor. WILL SLOW DOWN SCRIPT SPEED!
const int delayTime = 0;               //sets the delay in milliseconds at the end of each iteration of

the main loop.
const int brakeTimer = 1000;           //Defines how long the brake request button must be

pressed before action occurs
const int reverseTimer = 1000;         //Defines how long the reverse request button must be

pressed before action occurs
const int setRampDuration = 1750;      //Defines the duration for which the ramp down to a

value other than zero will occur.
const int rampToZeroDuration = 1000;   //Defines the duration for which the ramp to zero

occurs.
const bool leftStickOnly = false;      //False will allow input from both thumbstick inputs, True will

allow only the left thumbstick to control both inputs.
const bool rightStickOnly = false;

//RUN THE CALIBRATION CODE WITH SERIAL MONITOR ON TO DETERMINE THE
CORRECT MINs AND MAXs
const float scaled_min[2] = {0,0};     //Defines the minimum value sent to motor controller 0 is

0% throttle.
const float scaled_max[2] = {255,238};   //Defines the maximum value sent to motor controller

255 is 100% throttle.

const float pot0_min = 740;     //Defines the minimum Value on potentiometer reading
const float pot0_max = 265;    //Defines the maximum Value on potentiometer reading
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const float pot1_min = 253;     //Defines the minimum Value on potentiometer reading
const float pot1_max = 750;      //Defines the maximum Value on potentiometer reading

//*************Define Variables*************

int brakeReq = 0;                       //1 when brake toggle has been requested.
bool brakeRequestLatch = false;           //True when a brake request is in progress
unsigned long brakeReqStartTime = 0;    //Time at which the brake request began.
bool brakeRelay = false;                // false = BRAKE RELAY OFF, true = BRAKE RELAY ON

int reverseReq = 0;                     //1 when brake toggle has been requested.
bool reverseRequestLatch = false;       //True when a reverse request is in progress
unsigned long reverseReqStartTime = 0;  //
bool reverseMode = false;               //True when cart is in reverse. used for turning on reverse

button light

//For these arrays, 0th element is for motor0 and 1st element is for motor 1
int scaledValue[2] = {0,0};                 //Array for analog input scaled values that are to be sent to

the motor controller function. 0 for motor0, 1 for motor1
float rampStart[2] = {0,0};                 //This is the value of the scaledValue1 at the time the initial

analog input is read and converted.
float rampEnd[2] = {0,0};                   //This is the value of the scaledValue1 at the time it is

written to the motor controller.
float newValue[2] = {0,0};                  //set to equal scaledValue as it gets read from analog input

and is condition to usable scale
float oldValue[2] = {0,0};                  //set equal to scaledValue just as it is sent to the motor

controller after all calculations are performed.
bool rampReqLatch[2] = {false,false};       //True when ramp is requested, false when not in

ramp
bool rampComplete[2] = {false,false};       //True when ramp is completed, false when not

completed
unsigned long rampReqStartTime[2] = {0,0};  //The time at which the millis() timer was started
unsigned long deltaTime[2] = {0,0};         //Time passed since the timer was started
int rampDuration[2] = {0,0};                //Duration for which the ramp will occur over

// Configure the motor driver.
CytronMD motor0(PWM_DIR, PWM1, DIR1);  // LEFT MOTOR: PWM 1 = Pin 3, DIR 1 = Pin 4.
CytronMD motor1(PWM_DIR, PWM2, DIR2); // RIGHT MOTOR: PWM 2 = Pin 9, DIR 2 = Pin

10.

void setup() {
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//Setup I/O
pinMode(reverseLightPin,OUTPUT);
pinMode(revReqPin,INPUT);
pinMode(brakeRelayPin,OUTPUT);
pinMode(brakeLightPin,OUTPUT);
pinMode(brakeReqPin,INPUT);
pinMode(joystick0Pin,INPUT);
pinMode(joystick1Pin,INPUT);

Serial.begin(9600);
Serial.println();
if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("Program Begin...");

}

}

void loop() {

if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXVoid Loop StartXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX");

}

readInputs();

//*************REVERSE MODE CODE*******************
//IF reverse toggle request is pressed and timer has not started, start timing.
if(reverseReq == HIGH && reverseRequestLatch == false && brakeRelay == false) {
reverseReqStartTime = millis();
reverseRequestLatch = true;
if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("Reverse Toggle Requested");

}
}
//IF reverse toggle has been released before reverseTimer is done, reset timer.
else if(reverseReq == LOW && reverseRequestLatch == true) {
reverseReqStartTime = 0;
reverseRequestLatch = false;
if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("Reverse Toggle Request Denied");

}
}
//IF brake toggle is pressed and timer has started, check timer is done.
else if (reverseReq == HIGH && reverseRequestLatch == true){
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//IF current time minus timer start is greater than reverseTimer, toggle reverse mode bool and
reset timer

if(millis() - reverseReqStartTime >= reverseTimer){
reverseMode = toggleBool(reverseMode);
reverseRequestLatch = false;
if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("Reverse Mode Toggled, Request Completed");

}
}

}
//*************END OF REVERSE MODE CODE*******************

//*************BRAKE RELAY CODE*******************
//IF brake toggle request is pressed and timer has not started, start timing.
if(brakeReq == HIGH && brakeRequestLatch == false) {
brakeReqStartTime = millis();
brakeRequestLatch = true;
if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("Brake Toggle Requested");

}
}
//IF brake toggle has been released before brakeTimer is done, reset timer.
else if(brakeReq == LOW && brakeRequestLatch == true) {
brakeReqStartTime = 0;
brakeRequestLatch = false;
if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("Brake Toggle Request Denied");

}
}
//IF brake toogle is pressed and timer has started, check timer is done.
else if (brakeReq == HIGH && brakeRequestLatch == true){
//IF current time minus timer start is greater than brakeTimer, toggle break relay and reset

timer
if(millis() - brakeReqStartTime >= brakeTimer){
brakeRelay = toggleBool(brakeRelay);
brakeRequestLatch = false;
if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("Brake Toggled, Request Completed");

}
}

}
//*************END OF BRAKE RELAY CODE*******************
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rampDown(0);
rampDown(1);

writeOutputs();

delay(delayTime);
}

//********** DEFINE FUNCTIONS HERE **********

//This function Writes all Outputs
void writeOutputs(){

//Set oldValues equal to the post operation scaledValues
oldValue[0] = scaledValue[0];
oldValue[1] = scaledValue[1];

if(brakeRelay == false){
//Brakes Engaged because Relay is OFF
digitalWrite(brakeRelayPin,LOW);
digitalWrite(brakeLightPin,HIGH);

//Write the scaledValues to the motors if the brakes are off meaning that the breakRealy is
true

scaledValue[0] = 0;
scaledValue[1] = 0;

}
else if(brakeRelay == true){
//Brakes Disnegaged becasue Relay is ON
digitalWrite(brakeRelayPin,HIGH);
digitalWrite(brakeLightPin,LOW);

}

//IF reverseMode is false, reverseMode is OFF
if(reverseMode == false){
digitalWrite(reverseLightPin,LOW);

}
//IF reverseMode is true, reverseMode is ON
else if(reverseMode == true){
scaledValue[0] = -1 * scaledValue[0];
scaledValue[1] = -1 * scaledValue[1];
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digitalWrite(reverseLightPin,HIGH);
}

motor0.setSpeed(scaledValue[0]);
motor1.setSpeed(scaledValue[1]);

//Print serial monitor messages if debugMode has been enabled.
if(debugMode == true){

Serial.print("brakeRelay: ");
Serial.println(brakeRelay);

Serial.print("reverseMode");
Serial.println(reverseMode);

Serial.println("**Values to Motor Controller**");
Serial.print("Left Motor: ");
Serial.println(scaledValue[0]);
Serial.print("Right Motor: ");
Serial.println(scaledValue[1]);
Serial.println("******************************");

}
}

//This function Reads all Inputs
void readInputs(){

brakeReq = digitalRead(brakeReqPin);
reverseReq = digitalRead(revReqPin);

float sensorValue0 = analogRead(joystick0Pin);
float sensorValue1 = analogRead(joystick1Pin);

float tempValue0 = 0;
float tempValue1 = 0;

//Use linear scaling to map analog inuputs to digital output
if(leftStickOnly == true){
//Use only the input from the left thumbstick
tempValue0 = (((scaled_max[0] - scaled_min[0])/(pot0_max - pot0_min))*(sensorValue0 -

pot0_min)) + scaled_min[0];
tempValue1 = (((scaled_max[1] - scaled_min[1])/(pot0_max - pot0_min))*(sensorValue0 -

pot0_min)) + scaled_min[1];
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}
else if(rightStickOnly == true){
//Use only the input from the left thumbstick
tempValue0 = (((scaled_max[0] - scaled_min[0])/(pot1_max - pot1_min))*(sensorValue1 -

pot1_min)) + scaled_min[0];
tempValue1 = (((scaled_max[1] - scaled_min[1])/(pot1_max - pot1_min))*(sensorValue1 -

pot1_min)) + scaled_min[1];
}
else{
//Use the input from each respective thumbstick
tempValue0 = (((scaled_max[0] - scaled_min[0])/(pot0_max - pot0_min))*(sensorValue0 -

pot0_min)) + scaled_min[0];
tempValue1 = (((scaled_max[1] - scaled_min[1])/(pot1_max - pot1_min))*(sensorValue1 -

pot1_min)) + scaled_min[1];
}

//Type cast the tempValues to integers for use with Motor Controller function
scaledValue[0] = (int) tempValue0;
scaledValue[1] = (int) tempValue1;

//Make sure that we are getting positive values within output scale range because negative is
reverse and that could be bad if not anticipated.
if(scaledValue[0] < 0){
scaledValue[0] = 0;

}
if(scaledValue[0] > 255){
scaledValue[0] = 255;

}

if(scaledValue[1] < 0){
scaledValue[1] = 0;

}
if(scaledValue[1] > 255){
scaledValue[1] = 255;

}

//Makes the maximum percent input 40% throttle if only one thumbstick is being pressed.
//This allows the user to use the full range of input mechanical motion while limiting the actual

output or manipulating the ramping
//This is intended to reduce the jerking of the cart when trying to turn.
if((float) scaledValue[0] <= 10 && (float) scaledValue[1] >= 102){
scaledValue[1] = 102;

}
if((float) scaledValue[1] <= 10 && (float) scaledValue[0] >= 102){
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scaledValue[0] = 102;
}

//Set the most recent scaled analog read to new current value
newValue[0] = scaledValue[0];
newValue[1] = scaledValue[1];

if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("**Values from Input**");
Serial.print("scaledValue[0]: ");
Serial.println(scaledValue[0]);
Serial.print("scaledValue[1]: ");
Serial.println(scaledValue[1]);
Serial.println("********************");

}
}

//This function takes in one boolean type and flips it opposite of its current value. I.E. in true , out
false.
int toggleBool(bool x){
if(x == true){
x = false;

}
else if(x == false){
x = true;

}
return x;

}

/*this function handles the ramping down of a given motor
* You must specify one parameter, 0 or 1 for either motor0 or motor1 respectively.
*/
void rampDown(const int x){

if(debugMode == true){
Serial.print("****Ramp for motor*****");
Serial.println(x);
Serial.print("newValue: ");
Serial.println(newValue[x]);
Serial.print("oldValue: ");
Serial.println(oldValue[x]);
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}

if(rampReqLatch[x] == false && newValue[x] < oldValue[x]){

rampReqLatch[x] = true;
rampReqStartTime[x] = millis();        //time ramp starts
rampEnd[x] = newValue[x];
rampStart[x] = oldValue[x];
rampDuration[x] = setRampDuration;

if(debugMode == true){
Serial.print("Ramp Requested Target Ramp To: ");
Serial.println(rampEnd[x]);

}

}
else if(rampReqLatch[x] == true && newValue[x] > oldValue[x]){

//this should end any ramp and prevent ramping if the user input wants to accelerate while a
ramp down is in progress

rampReqLatch[x] = false;

if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("Ramp Canceled");

}

}
else if(rampReqLatch[x] == true){

//If the current input is lower than the rampEnd, then reset the ramp target to new low value
starting from previous value

if(newValue[x] < rampEnd[x]){

rampEnd[x] = newValue[x];
//rampStart = oldValue;
//rampTime = millis();

if(debugMode == true){
Serial.print("Ramp Target Adjusted to: ");
Serial.println(rampEnd[x]);

}

}
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if(rampEnd[x] == 0){
rampDuration[x] = rampToZeroDuration;

}

deltaTime[x] = (millis() - rampReqStartTime[x]);

if(deltaTime[x] <= rampDuration[x]){

scaledValue[x] = (int) (((((rampEnd[x]) - rampStart[x]) / rampDuration[x])* deltaTime[x]) +
rampStart[x]);

if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("**Values From Ramp**");
Serial.print("scaledValue: ");
Serial.println(scaledValue[x]);
Serial.print("deltaTime: ");
Serial.println(deltaTime[x]);
Serial.println("********************");

}

//If ramp is completed exit ramp
if(scaledValue[x] <= rampEnd[x]){
rampComplete[x] = true;

}
}

if(rampComplete[x] == true){

rampReqLatch[x] = false;
rampComplete[x] = false;

if(debugMode == true){
Serial.println("Ramp Complete");

}
}

}
}
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G-Calculations

Gearmotor Specifications Calculated for Given Criteria
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Calculations for Drive Caster Key

Material Specifications used for Calculations
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H-Operation Guide

Forward Operation
1. Pull out the emergency stop button to power the cart.

2. Press and hold the right push button with the red LED until you hear a click. The red light

will now turn off and the brakes will disengage.

3. Use thumb paddles to operate the cart.

Reverse Operation

1. Bring the cart to a complete stop

2. Press and hold the right push button with the red LED until you hear a click. The red light

will now turn on and the brakes will engage.

3. Press and hold the left push button until the blue LED illuminates. This indicates the cart

is reverse drive mode.

4. Press and hold the right push button with the red LED until you hear a click. The red light

will now turn off and the brakes will disengage.

5. Use thumb paddles to operate the cart.

6. To switch back to forward operation, repeat steps 1 thru 5.
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J-Certification of Powered Cart Operation with 4,000 lb Load
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